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The curriculum vitae, a resume of educational and work background, is essential for undergraduates applying to graduate and professional schools. Now revised and updated, How to Prepare Your Curriculum Vitae helps readers to analyze their academic career and create the best "academic resume" possible.

Features:

	A new chapter on crafting international CVs
	Sample CVs, including scannable and international
	Extensive appendix material with a comprehensive list of action verbs and a bibliography of style books and manuals
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Detection of Cell Death Mechanisms: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2255)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This volume provides detailed protocols for the performance, analysis, and troubleshooting of in vitro and in vivo experiments related to programmed cell death. Chapters compile conventional techniques such as western blot and qPCR and state-of-the art transmission electron microscopy and...
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Technologies for Interactive Digital Storytelling and Entertainment: Second International Conference, TIDSE 2004, Darmstadt, GermanySpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Technologies for Interactive Digital Storytelling and Entertainment, TIDSE 2004, held in Darmstadt, Germany in June 2004.
The 30 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book; also included are the abstract of...
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Color Atlas of Pharmacology (Thieme Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	The present second edition of the Color Atlas of Pharmacology goes to print six years after the first edition. Numerous revisions were needed, highlighting the dramatic continuing progress in the drug sciences. In particular, it appeared necessary to include novel therapeutic principles, such as the inhibitors of platelet aggregation from the...
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Bioinformatics Data Skills: Reproducible and Robust Research with Open Source ToolsO'Reilly, 2015

	This practical book teaches the skills that scientists need for turning large sequencing datasets into reproducible and robust biological findings. Many biologists begin their bioinformatics training by learning scripting languages like Python and R alongside the Unix command line. But there's a huge gap between knowing a few...
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HTML5 MediaO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Flash is dead.

	
		At least, that’s what we’re told: thanks to the introduction of the HTML5 video and
		audio elements, Flash is now dead.

	
		Of course, we know this statement isn’t true: Flash will have its place in web pages for
		many years to come. However, thanks to the new HTML5 media...
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The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep DisordersCambridge University Press, 2013

	The first comprehensive book on the subject, The Genetic Basis of Sleep and Sleep Disorders covers detailed reviews of the general principles of genetics and genetic techniques in the study of sleep and sleep disorders. The book contains sections on the genetics of circadian rhythms, of normal sleep and wake states and of sleep homeostasis....
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